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Stranp-e Interlude

O

' N E I L L ' S "Strange Interlude," certainly
one of the most interesting plays that New
York has seen this winter, is not so strange
as it seems. As drama it may be innovation, but as
literature it is just one more mile-post in the race
between the novel and the drama toward complete
expressiveness, a race that in English has been under
way at least since the days of Lyly and Marlowe.
F o r the last two centuries the novel has led. It
was the first to loosen the bonds of technique until
nothing human was alien to its powers of exposition and narrative, it was the first to become introspective, and then psychological in the modern sense,
and to adapt its loose-flowing structure to new problems of human relationship more interesting than
any plot.
It is many years now since the novel plunged into
the secret thoughts of its characters, giving them as
much space as the spoken word. At first the subjects were subtle and complex persons, with a
thought life so rich as to pay large dividends of
interest. Such were the characters of Henry James.
Later, the novel turned with democracy toward
less heroic man, and discovered, with Joyce and his
contemporaries, the piquancy of a more commonplace revelation. A scrutiny of the mind pattern
behind the most ordinary actions uncovered a surprising horde of desires, contrarieties, instincts, animalisms, aspirations, rushing hither and thither
through the brain like leaves in a wind. T h e novel
became double voiced and told two stories at once,
one inner, one outer, both necessary for the complete explanation.
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It has lost, too, its sense of rigorous form, imposed by restrictions, some of which are now thrown
overboard. T h e great novelists have seldom been
willing to reduce their stories to classic proportions;

By

SARETT

I

H A V E a garden, but, oh, dear me!
W h a t a ribald and hysterical company:
Incorrigible mustard, militant corn.
Frivolous lettuce, and celery forlorn;
Beets apoplectic and fatuous potatoes.
Voluptuous pumpkins and palpitant tomatoes;
Philandering pickles trysting at the gate.
Onions acrimonious, and peppers irate;
And a regiment of hollyhocks marching around
them,
'I'o curb their mischief, to discipline and bound
them.
Hollyhocks!
Hollyhocks!
What should I do
Without the morale of a troof like you!

Some lackadaisically yawn and nod;
Others, hypochondriac, droop on the sod:
Cabbage apathetic, parsnips sullen,
And peas downtrodden by the lancing mullein;
Boorish rutabagas, dill exotic.
T h e wan wax-bean, bilious and neurotic;
Dropsical melons, varicose chard.
And cauliflowers fainting all over the yard.
T h a n k heaven for the hollyhocks!
T i l l day is
done.
They prod them to labor in the rain and the sun.
Hollyhocks!
Hollyhocks!
Stiff as starch!
Oh) fix your bayonets! Forward!
March!
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"What Then Is Art.?"
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they would not forego the opportunities for by-play
and sequel. Thackeray injects moral essays, Tolstoy
philosophizes, Fielding writes criticism, Meredith
tosses words about, Hardy does landscapes, Flaubert
inventories Normandy, Dickens stops at every way
station. T h e y supply a context to the story which
undoubtedly enriches reading and gives an illusion
of full life and the satisfaction of learning as one
(Continued on page 6 4 8 )
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"Strange Interlude" is merely the first truly successful attempt of drama to use the double voice.
It is interesting to see how rapidly the audience accepts the convention of two tones for each actor,
one for his actual speech, the other for those
"asides," now become full mental accompaniments,
which tell what he feels and thinks. W h a t the
novelist has long done, the dramatist now readily
takes over, but although this oral thinking is more
vivid than the printed page, the playwright can still
get at the subconscious only by indirection, if at
all. There the novelist, with his permission to explain and describe at length, is still a lap ahead.
T h e r e is nothing really w&w for literature, then,
in the technique of "Strange Interlude." But there
is nnv^ power. T h e power of drama is the sum of
all the conflicting wills or emotions which the playwright can put on his stage. T o make hidden
thoughts visible, to voice the qualification at the
same moment as the statement, to present the lover,
outside and inside, all in the same speech, is like
doubling the power of a battery. T h e play becomes
more articulate, for now it is all told.
If the audience comes away from "Strange Interlude" gorged with drama, this is the reason. They
have taken down a play with all its text and all
its notes in one giant swallow. No one can tell
them any more about anyone in tJie cast than by
speech, and voiced thought and reflection, has already been given them. O n e begins to long after
a while for the highly charged line that in the great
dramatists said so much and yet left so much to the
imagination. T h e drama has lost its sinewy leanness which in the past has made the best judges prefer
it to fiction.
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R F L O Y D D E L L attempts at the outset
of a recent book* to explain to "bewildered
American readers" why Upton Sinclair is
"regarded throughout the world as his country's
most distinguished literary figure," and to explain
to readers abroad why at home he is not accorded
"the rank to which it would seem he is entitled hy
his achievements." I am compelled to take M r .
Dell's word for it that Upton Sinclair is in fact so
immensely esteemed. I t just happens that my acquaintances abroad have had a somewhat more modest estimate of his greatness. But that, of course,
means very little. M r . Dell knows better than I
do what the world thinks, and he is incurably certain that Upton Sinclair is another prophet who is
insufficiently honored in his own country.
Mr. Dell's certainty would nevertheless be more
persuasive to me if he had not attempted to give his
reasons. For his reasons are so paradoxical that they
sound fantastic. T h e world, he says, has found in
Upton Sinclair "a realistic description and intellectual interpretation" of modern industrial America,
but the inhabitants of this modern industrial America
have not "as yet" outgrown their idealistic conceptions sufficiently to accept M r . Sinclair's realism.
This is a large assumption, for it amounts to saying
that foreigners are better judges than Americans
of what constitutes a truthful account of American
civilization. M r . Dell does not seem to think that
this assumption is even arguable. He is certain that
Europeans must be right and that Americans must
be wrong.
I think it is an arguable point. Surely it is conceivable that Upton Sinclair's formula for interpreting America suits many Europeans because it is a
European formula, and that his descriptions seem
to them veracious because they confirm the prejudice
of Europeans. M r . Sinclair has described America
as given over to Mammon, and has interpreted its
future according to the prophecies of Karl Marx.
I, for one, am not impressed when I bear that this
seems realistic and intellectual to European socialists. T h a t is exactly what one would have expected
European socialists to think. They are only human
and they agree with that which they wish to believe.
Nor am I humbled because Americans do not agree
with what Marxists in Europe think is a true interpretation of America. It is possible that Americans
know more about themselves than European M a r x ists know about them.
^*
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I admit that if Upton Sinclair were a poet, or a
philosopher, or a painter, or a novelist dealing with
human character, I should be disturbed at hearing
that he is more honored abroad than at home. E u r o peans might be better qualified to judge than we
are. But they are not better qualified to judge the
veracity of an interpreter of American life. T h a t
depends upon knowledge and experience which they
rarely have.
M r . Dell's uncritical certainty that Upton Sinclair is a "great realistic novelist" leads, I think, to
the ruin of what started out to be a searching study
of an extraordinarily interesting human being. For
up to that crucial period in the story when his hero
is converted to socialism, and sets out to grapple
with American civilization, M r . Dell is master of
his subject. He employs the psycho-analytic apparatus
shrewdly, and in my opinion convincingly, to describe the young man who without Shelley's genius
* UPTON SINCLAIR, A STUDV IN SOCIAL PROTEST.
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would be Shelley nevertheless. He appraises his
youthful insistence upon being poor and outcast, his
self-inflicted torments, his huge and abounding selfpity. But when he comes to deal with the Upton
Sinclair who evolved out of all this, M r . Dell's
critical powers desert him. He suddenly asks us
to believe that the young man who at twenty-one
had "his imagination . . . securely
barricaded
against l i f e " was transformed at twenty-five into
a great realist. I am unable to believe it. I am not
denying that a great change took place in Upton
Sinclair. He became a socialist and he began to
write powerful indictments of industrial America.
W h a t I quarrel with is Mr. Dell's theory that this
change meant that Upton Sinclair had been transformed from a person with a morbid distaste for
actuality into the greatest American reporter of actuality.
Mr. Dell not only believes that this was the kind
of change which took place, but that he can explain
it psycho-analytically. But psycho-analysis is a game
at which any number of amateurs can play, and so
I herewith state that I am prepared to show, using
onlv M r . Dell's own data, why, speaking psychoanalytically, Upton Sinclair never did become the
realist M r . Dell thinks he is. In this game it is
necessary to be brutally frank about intimate matters. My only apology is that M r . Sinclair himself
has been far more extensively frank about his intimacies than I shall be, having written an immense
novel on the suiiject, and also that his biographer,
-Mr. Dell, devotes two chapters to the subject.
^
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Mr. Dell's theory is that this pscudo-Shellcy became a great realist as a result of his marriage. Assuming that "Love's Pilgrimage" is an autobiographical novel, Mr. Dell concludes that Thyrsis,
the young poet of the story, was afraid of life because he was afraid of women. He describes the
temptations of Thyrsis and his self-mortification, his
victorious resistance, his marriage to Corydon, his
desire to be married and chaste, and the hell which
this ideal raised for both Thyrsis and Corydon.
Parenthetically, I should like to say that in a footnote M r . Dell prints an extract from a recent letter
of M r . Sinclair's in which it is stated that "no human
male could have been more pitifully ignorant of tlie
female critter, body, mind, and soul, than I was
at the age of 2 1 . I t was a tragedy, but I was not
to blame. I t was the Victorian age." Still parenthetically, I should like to add that M r . Sinclair's
present determination to blame the Victorian Age,
that age of large and robust families, for Thyrsis's
ideals of wedded bliss, strikes me not only as the
climax of all that is humorless, but as a dreadfully
convincing symptom that he has never grown up.
Nevertheless, M r . Dell thinks that he did grow
uj) into a great realist, and he ascribes the transformation to the fact that the flesh was too strong
for Thyrsis, and that he shortly became the father
of a son. It was in this surrender to the realities
of marriage that "his imaginative resistance to reality" broke down, and within a very brief time he
had become a great master of reality. I should he
less skeptical of M r . Dell's psycho-analytic competence if it were more certain that Upton Sinclair
did in fact become a great realist. But of course,
the fact that Thyrsis consented to embrace Corydon
is not evidence that Upton Sinclair writes realistically about industrial America. M r . Dell thinks
that when Thyrsis succumbed, he was prepared to
understand life. But I have another theory which,
I submit, is just as plausible, and is to me preferable, because it explains why Upton Sinclair, though
a father and a husband, continued not to understand
life.
If you look at the record set down by M r . Dell
you find that when Thyrsis ceased to rebel against
woman the tempter he immediately went into violent rebellion against M a m m o n the tempter.
He
shifted from one object of rebellion to another, and
I should have supposed that an experienced novelist
like M r . Dell would have paused over this coincidence and speculated. He might then have asked
himself whether the conversion to socialism was, in
fact, a radical transformation of his hero's character, or whether it was a translation of his character on to a new plane. M r . Dell never seems to
have asked himself that question. He regards Upton
Sinclair's youthful ascetism as "morbid." But his
hero's wholesale disgust with all the institutions of
mankind, he regards as the wholesome disposition
of a great realist. Perhaps M r . Dell is right. But
I distrust his diagnosis. I don't see why he should

feel that disgust with sex is morbid, but that disgust
with almost everything else is fine, unless it is that
M r . Dell dislikes the ascetism of Mr. Sinclair because he is not himself ascetic, but that he likes his
socialism because he is himself a socialist.
It seems to me fairly evident that M r . Dell was
on a good scent when he selected the sexual experiences described in "Love's Pilgrimage," as the
critical period in his hero's life. But I think he has
misunderstood his data.
I f the psycho-analytic
formula is to be employed, it surely is a tenable
theory that instead of becoming a realist when he
accepted marriage, Thyrsis transferred his repugnance from his own family to society at large. T h e
normal rule is that when the young radical marries
and settles down he becomes conserv.itive. But here
was a young conservative of aristocratic Southern
parentage who married, settled down, and then became a radical. He rebelled against marriage, was
conquered, and then rebelled against the beef trust.
In the light of this strange sequence of events it
seems to me highly probable that when the fires of
rebellion were damped down by domesticity they
burst into flame in another sector of his soul.
If this is a correct explanation, it might explain
why it is so hard to find anyone, not himself a
Marxian socialist, who accepts Upton Sinclair as a
veracious reporter of American life. I have not
read his forthcoming novel about Boston, but I
would wager that it will seem least realistic to experienced Bostonians, and that it will seem crushingly true when it is translated into Russian. My
own experience has been that Upton Sinclair was
most plausible when I was most ignorant; that the
moment he dealt with something I had observed
myself, his account of it seemed to me either wildly
inaccurate, or at least just wrong enough to be
tlioroughly misleading. I am thinking particularly
about " T h e Brass Check," his book about the prostitution of the press. T h e few incidents in that book
of which I happen to ha\e personal knowledge are
fairly accurately stated. T h e y are as accurate, I
should say, as the work of a good second-rate reporter with no editor to check him up. Yet not one
of these incidents is inwardly a true account of what
happened. Thev are mere gossip, that is to say, the
facts have the color and emphasis of an outsider
who has heard of the affair at second hand, and has
not understood it intuitivel\' for himself.
J*
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I do not deny that " T h e Brass Check" is effective pamphleteering. Possibly it is a great pamphlet.
But it is not, as Mr. Dell asserts, a work of great
imaginative realism. It is not imaginative because
it never penetrates the outward behavior of the villains, and it is not I'ealistic because it is not altogether truthful of villains. All the figures in M r .
Sinclair's world are automata except the sublime and
tormented hero who is at war with them. There is
only one thing in M r . Sinclair's world which he
treats with that respect which is due to reality. T h a t
is his own conception of his own mission among men.
E\'ervthing else is stage properties and supers. T h a t is
why it takes hundreds of pages to do justice to the
tribulations of Thyrsis in dealing with Corydon, but
one sentence is usually sufficient to explain why a
business man, a politician, a professor, a publisher,
a priest, or an editor is a god-forsaken selfish wretch.
M r . Dell's notion that this is great realism is due,
I think, to the simple error of assuming that a writer
is a realist if he deals with factories and mine bosses
rather than with gardens and knights in armor.
Perhaps M r . Dell and I have different ideas as to
what realism is, for in one place he says that Upton
Sinclair has done for modern industrial America
what Fenimore Cooper did for the Indian. T h a t
may be true, but docs anybody think of Cooper as
a great imaginative realist.? I have forgotten. I
have not read Cooper since I was a boy, nor a novel
of Upton Sinclair's since the first time Debs ran for
President, but I should guess that if Upton Sinclair
is another Fenimore Cooper, then that clinches my
argument that he is not a realist. For as I understand realism it is the eflfort to convey a sense of
actuality, to make experience of the world vicariously available to a man in an armchair. I should
suppose that a novel is realistic only if it does this,
and not merely because it adapts the commonplaces
of our existence to the conventions of literature.
Now to my mind Upton Sinclair's writing is insulated against experience. He has erected a structure of theories in front of his eyes which is so
dazzling that nothing in the outer world is clearly
visible to him. These theories and his own responses
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to them are his world, and he can accept only those
bits of experience which illustrate and confirm his
theories. T h e child has been father to the man.
T h e lonely young poet, afraid of his own instincts,
afraid of money, afraid of women, afraid to make
friends, did not become clear-eyed and perceiving
when he was converted to socialism. He simply used
the socialist philosophy to barricade himself more
elaborately against the world whose contamination he
dreaded, and behind this barricade he has achieved a
certain kind of security and self-assurance by winning fabulous victories over creatures of his own imagination. This, I think, is why his influence in
American life is so negligible in comparison with the
circulation of his books. He does not influence
America because he does not deal with America. He
merely uses American things to work out his own
fantasies.
• ^
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In saying that his influence is negligible I refer
to his direct influence on American life. He may
be, as M r . Dell says, "one of the leaders of a significant American literary movement" because "he is
one of the great pioneers in the fictional discovery
and exploitation of modern America." T h a t may
be a sound estimate. Upton Sinclair may be a pioneer in fictional discovery, that is to say in the discovery that modern America can be dealt with by
writers of fiction. But to say that he has discovered
the fictional possibilities of modern America is quite
a different thing from saying that he has discovered
America.
In the history of American literature
M r . Sinclair may indeed be a Columbus. But like
Columbus, there were others before him; like Columbus he has never set foot on this continent; and
like Columbus he has never known, and perhaps
will never know, what continent he has discovered.
W h a t Upton Sinclair has really tried all his life
to discover is not America but the Messianic Kinsrdr)m. He is an apocalyptic socialist. He believes
that this mundane society of ours is about to disappear and that the reign of righteousness is about
to begin. In 1907 he stated quite succinctly that it
would begin in 1917. In 1917 for a brief while
he thought it had begun, and he wrote that "now
the day is coming, the glad, new day which blinds
us with the shining of its wings; it is coming so
swiftly that I am afraid of it." He summoned the
young people who are "the readers of my books"
and announced to them that "out of the pit of
ignorance and despair we emerge into the sunlight
of knowledge, to take control of a world, and to
make it over, not according to the will of any gods,
but according to the law in our own hearts."
It was time in 1917 to prepare for the new dispensation, and so he advised his young disciples to
renounce their carnal appetites. T h e y must give up
drinking "the newest red chemicals, smoking the
newest brand of cigarettes, and discussing the newest
form of psychopathia sexualis." W e must quell
"the fires of lust in our hearts" he said. W e must
stop "destroying our nerves with nicotine."
For
"whetlier we will it or not, we have to take charge
of the world."
(5*
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This apostolic conviction that our wicked world
will sliortly pass away, and that a new society of
regenerate souls will take its place, is the heart of
Upton Sinclair's socialism. Naturally, in the light
of such exalted expectations the ordinary cares and
responsibilities of earthly life seem trivial.
The
difficulties of keeping this world going must seem to
him beneath his notice. T h e y will all disappear
soon. Hence his socialism is poles asunder from the
socialism of men like Ramsay MacDonald or Lenin.
It has no real affinity with actual socialism as a concrete political philosophy. Actual socialism is about
ninety-eight per cent, concerned with the next budget
and the next harvest and the next diplomatic encounter, and about two per cent, with the apocalyptic
vision. But this messianic socialism is a different
thing entirely. It has surmounted all practical difficulties by assuming that they are destined inexorably
to be surmounted. Its devotees are a sect who have
withdrawn from sin and responsibility to await the
coming of the kingdom. Those who remain in the
world are pagans who have not yet heard the glad
tidings.
T h e pretentious sociological apparatus which
serves this faith is a random accumulation out of
pseudo-Hegel and pseudo-Darwin, the intellectual
debris of certain speculations on the continent of
Europe during the nineteenth century. All this is
fortuitous. But the vision itself is a dream which
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recurs again and again throughout history as the
religion of small minorities who cannot endure the
life of their times. T h i s religion never conquers
the world until it renounces its own essence, becomes worldly, and ceases to demand that which it
once held to be all important. But though it never
conquers the world, it often produces saints and
heroes who, by the contagion of their ardor for
righteousness, manage to stir men somewhat out of
their lethargy, and to set their eyes on distant goals.
In the present manifestation of this faith Upton
Sinclair undoubtedly has a considerable place. H e
is one of its saints, and he is a hero. I say that without mental reservation. H e is a noisy and voluble
saint, but none the less authentically a saint. H e
has consecrated himself to his own mission. He is
a brave man, too, and spasmodically and spectacularly a rather dashing fighter against oppression.
He has insisted for his own comfort on wearing
a great collection of hairshirts, and of getting himself singed in a variety of martyrdoms. H e is full
of righteousness and certainty.
I do not happen to admire deeply his type of
saintliness, and so perhaps I cannot do him full justice. I prefer the Franciscans, who are reputed to
be full of gentleness and courtesy, to the terribly
zealous, domineering, and cocksure men with a
commission from the Lord. I can smell the inquisitor in Upton Sinclair, and I should dread the justice he would mete out if his writings are a sample
of his mercy. Nevertheless it may be that he is
what he thinks he is: a prophet of the future.

one of the most entertaining in the book, the main
thesis is never lost sight of, and there is more sound
advertising common sense in this bit of apparent
foolery than in half the solemn tomes from the
Harvard School of Business Research. Y o u will
enjoy it no matter how little you know about advertising, but the more you know about advertising the
more this book will make you think and mentally
revise some of your preconceived opinions.
T h e patness of some of the phrases brings an appreciative chuckle to the advertising man who has
been through the mill and already realizes the truths
the authors proclaim so engagingly, however little
he may admit it. T h e delusion that people catch
something from advertising whether they read it or
not is characterized as the "poison ivy theory." T h e
authors believe each advertisement must reach its
billet if it is to count in the sales sheet:
For advertisements are like bullets in a battle. Only
those that hit count. All others fly unnoticed. Mere repetition will no more polish a prospect into a purchaser than
a hail of passing bullets will gradually kill a soldier.
To be affected at all, each individual must sometime or
other definitely notice your advertisement. Unless that
advertisement sells him then and there, you have lost your
best chance. To continue to hammer that individual with
the same advertisement, or even one which resembles it, is
like trying- to teach fish to bite bait they won't touch.

It is not a future I could look forward to with
pleasure.

A High-Spirited Book
W H A T A B O U T ADVERTISING.?
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New York: Harper & Brothers.
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Reviewed by E A R N E S T E L M O C A L K I N S

I

T was about time some one introduced a lighter
touch into the literature of business. Astronomy, biology, philosophy, behaviorism, and
other abstruse subjects have been rewritten in the
language of the Saturday Evening Post to the edification of countless new readers who have thus found
that the digestive tract or the Milky W a y may be
as thrilling as a novel by Phillips Oppenheim. But
the sciences of merchandising, distribution, and advertising have remained bound up in hard, dry, dark
brown books, the reading of which was a penance,
under the mistaken notion that business was a solemn
function, not to be approached in a light spirit. This
has seemed strange when one considers the numbers
of bright young men writing sprightly advertising
copy who are so keenly aware of the absurdities and
inconsistencies of their trade, as well as its economic
value.
Therefore I want to introduce to the readers of
the Saturday Review " W h a t about Advertising.?"
as the liveliest business book that has yet appeared.
Its joint authors are two young men who have not
let their contact with business dim their vision or
their enthusiasm.
Both have had varied experiences, as writers of advertising, managers of campaigns, employees of advertising agencies, and editors of leading magazines. T h e y know the business
from all sides, especially the human side, too often
ignored by the brass facts school of practitioners.
T h e difference between this book and " Y o u r
Money's W o r t h , " is that while " W h a t About A d vertising.?" is just as entertaining as the Chase and
Schlink work (more so, in my estimation), it clings
throughout to the essential soundness and necessity
of advertising, while not hesitating to poke hilarious
fun at some of the bunk, sacred cows, cherished delusions, and stereotyped practices.
Even the chapter headings show that this is no
conventional work: "Rooster Crows and Results,"
" T h e Devil's Ad-vocate," or "Butterflies and Little
Blood Hounds." "Pangolins F r e e " describes the
inception of an advertising campaign as Lewis Carroll would have written it. T h e pangolin is the
authors' substitute for the gadget, which up till now
has served as the imaginary advertised article. T h e
pangolin is a sort of armored armadillo from Africa
which subsists on the larvae of white ants. A pair
has been imported and a pangolin farm established
in Westchester, and the book proceeds to find out
what if any market there exists for pangolins and
if so, how to make the country pangolin conscious.
I n all the mad waggery which makes this chapter

"OPPRIMETUR LIBRORUM MULTITUDINE"
(From Brandt's "STULTIFERA NAVIS," 1497, sold February
9, at the Anderson Galleries.)
T h e use and abuse of the questionnaire is given
a vigorous overhauling. W e all know to what base
uses the art of fact-finding is put, and how difficult
it is to read the minds of people by asking questions,
and how often the investigators go out to verify a
predetermined theory. Says either M r . Powel or
M r . Goode:
But, the advertiser using a questionnaire to dig up
favorable evidence is in the fortunate position of the
young man who tossed up Sunday morning to see whether
he should play golf or go to church. And had to flip the
coin sixteen times in succession.
Every phase of advertising work is discussed in
this book, good humoredly, but without compromise.
An amazing mass of documentary evidence is adduced, and new light thrown on old sets of figures.
T h e whole subject is set up in a fresh alignment.
It is ventilated with common sense. I t ought to be
required reading for every course in advertising. N o
man who practices advertising or pays for space that
other men fill should fail to read it, and everyone
else should read it if only to learn that even business is an entertaining subject, as it should be, since
it occupies the waking energies of so many of us.
M . Yves-Guyot, prominent economist and former
Minister of Public Works in France, died recently
at the age of eighty-five.
He was one of the world's outstanding advocates
of free trade, served as Minister of Public Works
from 1889 to 1892, was a member of the American Statistical Society and the American Economic
Association and was active in the work of many
British and French economist organizations. M .
Yves-Guyot has been editor of the Journal des
Economistes since J909, and the author of many
books and articles.
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"Prexy" Pilloried
A MAN OF LEARNING.

CRAWFORD. Boston:
pany. 1928.

By N E L S O N A N T R I M

Little, Brown, & C o m -

Reviewed by H E N R Y N O B L E

MACCRACKEN

Vassar College

T

H I S is the Elmer Gantry of education. I t is
a devastating exposition of T h e Great M a n
in his nineteenth century costume. Henry
Fielding's Account of Robert Walpole, the Great
M a n of Politics, was not more savage. As a companion volume to D r . Charles T h w i n g ' s "College
President," it presents the other side of the medal
with a vengeance. I t may be questioned whether
any folks outside the academic world will know
enough of the inner workings of that strange microcosm to enjoy it.
For this book is written from the inside. I f the
public has perused less advertising space devoted to
Ex-President Jardine, of the Kansas Agricultural
College at Manhattan, Kansas, than others of
President Coolidge's cabinet have enjoyed, it has
not been the fault of Nelson Antrim Crawford.
Doctor Jardine is the Secretary of Agriculture, and
Professor Crawford, whose latest work is the editorship of " G r e a t Christian H y m n s , " 1925, is his
prophet, as he was back in Manhattan, Kansas.
Every cabinet secretary, as w e know, takes his publicity director with him to Washington.
So, when M r . Crawford etches with sharp acid
the figure of a man of learning, he knows his linotype. A more perfect wind-calf of monstrous and
portentous dimension was never blown up by the
breath of publicity than the M a n of Learning, A r thur Patrick Redfield, L L . D . , the President of
Thompson Walker University. H e is, of course,
not a portrait of D r . Jardine. Y e t as no man is a
hero to his valet, so no college president is a hero
to his publicity director. H e is something more
than a hero, he is a being known to the bottom of
his shallow soul, and despised, and envied. Deep
down in the subconscious of every showman who
has exposed the tricks of his trade, from Chaucer's
Pardoner ( " L o , sires, thus I preche") to George
M . Cohan, is a defeated joy in the device, a concealed love of the trick and the craft, and an envy
like that of the effeminate Pardoner for the man
who has plied the graft and got away with it. Sinclair Lewis with a spice of nerve would have made
a good sawdust exhorter. Nelson Crawford plus
something ( I speak purely as one guessing from the
book) might have won the Middlewest champion
belt as a prexy.
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Theophrastus is the father of journalism. U p
and down the streets of Alexander's Athens he wandered, noting upon his tablets the ways of men.
These ways he classified according to their moral
traits, and having garnered a sufficient number
presently issued forth a "Character," a flat, t w o dimensional, but perfectly accurate transcript of
life. M r . Crawford's M a n of Learning is of this
type. F o r years, he has been collecting and dropping in a folder press-notices of the ways of college
presidents, particularly those ways which strike the
imagination of the publicity director; and now
comes forth the picture, a glorious biography of a
Great American. A gem of his thought adorns
every chapter heading ( " I t is in college that the
qualities of unselfishness, loyalty, and industry rise
to the surface to form a rich cream of social altruism;"''' " B e constructive, my young friends, be
constructive!"** " T h e r e is no opportunity equal to
that of leading a great body of young men and
women to the mountain heights of scholarship and
idealism."***) T h r o u g h school and college, graduate work and professorship. Doctor Redfield advances from strength to strength to the heights in
this mock epic. His career as President of T h o m p son W a l k e r University, which terminates all too
soon owing to the danger o f a scandal with a woman
member of his faculty, is a perfect blend of chicanery, cheap politics, humbuggery, and buncombe.
M r . Crawford can undoubtedly quote chapter
and verse for every sentence of this career. T o at
least one college president reader of the book, the
• Doctor Redfield before the National Congress of Parents, New York City, November 19, 1915.
** Doctor Redfield at the Thompson Walker University
Convocation, February 12, 1916.
*•* Doctor Redfield before the conclave of Chi Delta, Los
Angeles, Cal., June 21, 1919.

